International Raw Food
Association

Preparing for the day to
come when one percent of
the world population
enjoys raw food in daily
life.

Main idea of foundation of
International Raw Food Association
Purpose：To dedicate to realizing a world in which
everything on earth goes well through raw food
Intent：To develop individual works into an
international solution in realizing “Everyone on earth
is getting better”
＊The chairperson, Jenny Ross, has been practicing raw
food diet in her life and is also an pioneer who has
succeeded in her raw food culinary career in USA. After
fifteen years of experiences, this association has been
founded as a universal bridge to declare the dawn of raw
food.

What challenges do we have now?
1.What do we need to have ordinary people start
raw food diet?
2.How can we make raw food good for business？
3.How can we have more children enjoy raw food？
4.How can we have more elder people enjoy raw
food？
5.How we can schools and companies include raw
food in their regular diet ？
6.What do we need to see a day when one percent
of the world population enjoys raw food in their
daily life？

Global Survivability Studies
and survivability of human beings
We have a lot of problems on earth.
①Global Warming
②Less Environmental Resources
②Food Shortage
③World Population Explosion
（The world population forty years from now will be
ten billion）
It is said that we will need 2.5 times more earths if
we remain the same way.
↓
How can we overcome these problems and survive?
Especially, food shortage will be a very serious one.

Challenges for the future
• What does it take to make ten billion
people can have enough food on earth？
• How much energy do ten billion people
consume？
• What role can raw food play in this huge
change to come？
• How should production be reformed？
• How can we avoid pollution of water and
air and desertification？

Possibility of raw food
universal design

What can we do
for the earth?

The guidelines of
International Raw Food Association
• We will dedicate on research and development
to create raw food universal design to realize a
day when everybody on earth can easily enjoys
raw food.
• It means we create universal design in areas
such as production, manufacture, distribution,
purveyance, preparation, diet, and recycling to
make it possible for ten billion people eat
enough food forty years from now.
• We will dedicate to the future earth cooperating
with individuals, groups, communities, and
companies who agree on these guidelines.

To solve the common problems of
human beings; world effort
Expo Milano 2015
Main theme is ”Feeding the Planet, Energy for Life.”
• It sees “food” as a challenge now and for the future and
presents it more deeply than just introducing local food
from many countries, so that we can see food in terms
of culture, tradition, creativity, technology and
innovation.
・African famine and maintenance of food self-sufficiency
rate
・Discussion on Biotechnology and GM
・It is to cover other issues such as health promote
through food and dietary education.
http://www.expo2015.org/it

Expo Milano 2015 and Japan
• the theme of Japanese pavilion is
“Harmonious Diversity“
• It tells about various efforts by Ministry of
Agriculture, Forestry and Fisheries of Japan and
other groups and individuals about food, and says
wisdoms and arts that Japanese cuisine and its
culture have in them can help solve the common
problems on earth and realize a sustainable future
in diversity.
• It also has another message:
Japanese mentality which is seen in words
like ”Itadakimasu (Thank you for preparation),
Gochisosama (Thank you for the food), Mottainai
(That’s a waist!), Osusowake (sharing with others)
will save the earth.

International Raw Food Forum
• We are planning to visit Expo Milano 2015
and open International Raw Food Forum.
• We’d like to talk what the world food
situation should be and create possibilities
of raw food with people from other
countries.

Bringing Japanese food
to the world
Disseminating to the world “Washoku” (Japanese food),
which has been added to UNESCO's Intangible Cultural
Heritage list in 2013, as “Washoku” raw food.
“Washoku” does / is
１．Respect the nature
２．Well-balanced
３．Express the beauty
of nature
４．Has a lot to do with
seasonal events

With a spirit of “Wa”, reconciliation, we will be able to
help human survival.

Tokyo Olympics
and Paralympics in 2020
• We will offer athletes and guests from all over
the world and healthy raw food.
◆Open raw food restaurants and raw food
cafes
◆Prepare raw food catering and take out
business
◆Develop, distribute and merchandise raw food
lunch box and raw fast foo
◆Collect evidences from raw food diet

Raw Food Olympics
• Together with Tokyo Olympics, which
are to be held in 2020, we are planning
to hold Raw Food Olympics. We will
have representatives of raw food chefs
from the world, and have competitions
and a celebration of raw food in Tokyo.

Efforts by
Japanese Government
• Cooperation among areas such as medicine, welfare,
food and agriculture
Re-examining of school dinner
Promoting dietary education
Prolonging healthy life expectancy
Raising Self-sufficiency rate from ３９％ to ５０％
Tell more about Japanese food culture
• From healthy food industry to “wise” food industry
（from 6 th to 9 th industry）
①production②manufacture③distribution
④acquisition⑤preparation⑥diet
⑦clearing⑧disposal of residue⑨recycling
The third point in Abenomics says the healthcare industry
is the growing one.

International Raw Food
Association portal website set up
• Anyone can have access to information of raw
food all over the world on the portal website
“Raw Life.” People can also send out messages
on it.
http://www.raw-food.jp/
Through this website, we can let people who are
new to raw food know how effective raw food
diet is, show raw food recipes and give other
information.
We hope that more people will put more recipes
on it, including ones which beginners can enjoy
and also creative ones.

Ｗｈａｔ ｏｎｅ ｍａｎ ｃａｎ ｄo！
◆Richard Buckminster Fuller, American
neo-futuristic architect in 1960s and an
author of "Spaceship Earth,“ says that
what one man can do may be little, but
they can think comprehensively.

What can a little individual do?
◆A native South American story, ”A drop by a
hummingbird.”
When the forest was on fire, one little hummingbird
who stayed behind and went back and forth between
water and fire, dropping a single drop of water from its
beak onto the fire below.

However little it seems, if we keep doing what we can
do, it may become a big movement and is possible to
change the world.

Those who share the same ideas
with hands in hands together
Members of International Raw Food Association
will do what each one can do to realize the food
reform so that as much as ten billion people on
earth can have enough food.
Each member of JLBA, which started six years ago, is not
alone. They are crews on the same ship, who maintain
their originality and also work together to reach far.

＊African proverb＊
If you want to go fast, go alone
If you want to go far, go together

At the end
If we try to think of raw food as a universal design, it
may seem an extraordinary dream.
But human beings have been developing the culture,
working hard together and brushing up their wisdom in
pursuit of food since two hundred thousand years ago.
Our generation will continue the journey.
Today we start International Raw Food Association,
which has declared to realize the earth nourishing ten
billion people to come.

